Quality review procedures necessary for rodent pathology databases and toxicogenomic studies: the National Toxicology Program experience.
Accuracy of the pathology data is crucial since rodent studies often provide critical data used for setting human chemical exposure standards. Diagnoses represent a judgment on the expected biological behavior of a lesion and peer review can improve diagnostic accuracy and consistency. With the conduct of 500 2-year rodent studies, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) has refined its process for comprehensive review of the pathology data and diagnoses. We have found that careful judgment can improve and simplify the review, whereas simply applying a set review procedure may not assure study quality. The use of reviewing pathologists and pathology peer review groups is a very effective procedure to increase study quality with minimal time and cost. New genomic technology to assess differential gene expression is being used to predict morphological phenotypes such as necrosis, hyperplasia, and neoplasia. The challenge for pathologists is to provide uniform pathology phenotypes that can be correlated with the gene expression changes. The lessons learned in assuring data quality in standard rodent studies also applies to the emerging field of toxicogenomics.